
GUESS PAPER



(1) Comeuppance

(A) Retribution (B) Lenience

(C) Leisure (D) Competitive nature

Answer- (A) Retribution

(2) Imperious

(A) Poor (B) Humble

(C) Domineering (D) Urgent

Answer- (C) Domineering



(3) Disconsolate

(A) Well-behaved (B) Proportionate

(C) Brave (D) Cheerful

Answer- (D) Cheerful

(4) Bigot

(A) Narrow-minded (B) Fake

(C) Broadminded (D) Poisonous

Answer- (C) Broadminded



(5) Find out the word correctly spelt-

(A) Persipicacious (B) Persipicacous

(C) Perspicacious (D) Purspicacious

Answer- (C) Perspicacious

(6) Find out the word correctly spelt-

(A) Oscillate (B) Ocillate

(C) Osilate (D) Oscilate

Answer- (A) Oscillate



(7) Grossly exaggerated speech

(A) Maxim (B) Cliché

(C) Hyperbole (D) Caricature

Answer- (C) Hyperbole

(8) The study of word origins

(A) Etymology (B) Anthology

(C) Bibliography (D) Cryptology

Answer- (A) Etymology



(9) The police went through the evidence with a fine tooth 

comb.

(A) Carelessly (B) Hastily

(C) Carefully (D) Unnecessarily

Answer- (C) Carefully

(10) The scandal was swept under the rug because of the 

important people involved in it.

(A) blown out of proportion (B) heavily publicised

(C) forgotten by the people easily(D)concealed from others

Answer- (D) concealed from others



(11) Raja not only passed and won a scholarship.

(A) not passed but won

(B) not only passed but also won

(C) not only passed and also won

(D) No improvement

Answer- (B) Not only passed and also won



(12) I lived here for the last two years.

(A) have lived here since

(B) lived here from

(C) have lived here for

(D) No improvement

Answer- (C) Have lived here for



(13) Birbal was the wisest of all other men.

(A) more wiser of

(B) wiser than

(C) wiser to

(D) No improvement

Answer- (B) wiser than



(14) If I would be a millionaire (A)/ I 

would not be wasting my time (B)/ 

waiting for a bus. (C)/ No error.(D)

Answer- (A) Replace 'would be ' by 

'were'. 



(15) There is no denying (A)/ that he 

enjoys (B)/ listening the radio. (C)/ 

No error. (D) 

Answer- (C) Use ‘listening to the 

radio’



(16) Had I come to know about (A)/ 

his difficulties (B)/ I would have 

certainly helped. (C)/ No error (D)

Answer- (C) Use ‘helped him’



(17) The director prefers (A)/ your 

plan than that given by (B)/ the other 

members of the committee. (C)/ No 

error (D)

Answer- (B) Use ‘to’ instead of 

‘than’



(18) We cannot handle this complicated

case today (A)/ unless full details are

not given (B)/ to us by now. (C)/ No

error (D)

Answer- (B) Remove ‘not’



(19) Two crows __________ each other to

see who could fly the highest.

(A) thought (B) challenged

(C) argued (D) kill

Answer- (B) challenged

(20) The robbery ________ late at night.

(A) happened (B) took place

(C) occurred (D) appeared

Answer- (B) took place



The marketing industry isn’t the same as it was 10 years _(21)_. And much of that

is thanks to the rise _(22)_ smartphones.

Today's marketing initiatives go far beyond print ads and desktop computers, and

it’s more important _(23)_ ever to have a mobile marketing campaign in place for

your business. If you’re _(24)_ stuck, there’s no need to worry. With a few quick

tips and an understanding of how _(25)_ businesses are using mobile marketing to

their advantage, you’ll be well on your way to creating a stellar campaign.

21. (A) before (B) ago (C) later (D) early

22. (A) of (B) in (C) for (D) off

23. (A) since (B) what (C) than (D) those

24. (A) hesitate (B) caught (C) hard (D) feeling

25. (A) another (B) such (C) other (D) much

Answer- 21. (B) 22. (A) 23. (C) 24. (D) 25. (C)


